**Backset Conversion Menu for D400-DC67 Deadbolt Latch**

D400-DC67 Deadbolt Latch is designed for easy backset conversion between 2-2/8” (60mm) and 2-3/4” (70mm).

The Latch packed is set for 2-3/8” backset and the Inner housing lug is located in the right 2-3/8” window. You may apply the Faceplate onto the Latch Front for installation if 2-3/8” backset is your application.

If conversion of 2-3/4” is a must, please read carefully the following instruction prior to the conversion.

**Step 1 -**
Apply the Faceplate furnished on to the latch front

**Step 2 -**
Hold the latch front with Faceplate applied and rotate the Latch housing/tail clockwise about 50 degree until the Latch front with inner housing can be pulled/extended for 3/8” longer.

**Step 3 -**
Swing back the Latch front to vertical till the Inner Housing Lug clicks inside the 2-3/4” window. It’s done.

To convert the backset back to 2-3/8”, simply rotate the Latch Front, Snap and rotate back till the Inner Housing Lug "clicks" inside the 2-3/4” Window.

---

**Note - Never convert backset with Bolt thrown.**

The Retaining Pin for the Latch Bolt is detained by the Latch Housing. It could fall out if the Latch Bolt is thrown without guiding with the Faceplate applied when converting.

If product accidently become dis-assembled, please follow the procedures to reassemble:

- Snap back the Latch Bolt with Retaining Pin integrated into the slot / groove of Latch Rod; line up and retract the Latch Bolt from the Cross-Hub.